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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to characterize the relations of some

ideals of a nest algebra such as the Jacobson radical Rjr , Larson strong radical

R°£ , and ideal S , and to describe all the ideals between Rj- and S .

1. Preliminaries

Let JV be a nest (i.e., a totally ordered complete set of projections containing

O and 7 which is closed in the strong operator topology) on a separable Hilbert

space 77. We denote by AlgyT the algebra of all operators in 5(77) that leave

invariant every element of JV. A nest JV is continuous of its core, which is

the von Neumann algebra generated by the elements of JV, is a nonatomic

von Neumann algebra. K(H) denotes the set of all the compact operators in

5(77). We shall call a set {Pa\a £ A} of intervals Pa = Ma - Na, Ma, Na £

JV ,Na < Ma , of the nest JV, a partition of JV if the intervals are pairwise

orthogonal and the sum Y,aeAPa = 7 in the strong topology. Since 77 is

a separable Hilbert space, then every partition is denumerable. Given a nest

JV, Larson strong radical R°^ is the collection of all operators X in Alg^"

for which, given e > 0, there exists a partition {Pa\a £ A} of JV such that

||PaXPQ|| < e for all a e A. If we restrict all partitions to be finite sets of

intervals, we will obtain the Jacobson radical Rjr of AlgyT [4]. It is clear
that R°%r always contain Rjr. The ideals Rjr, R°^ have been studied by some

authors ([3], [4]). In this paper, we will study the ideal & of Alg^f and its

relations with Rjr and 5~ . Terms and notation not defined here are taken

from [4].

Definition 1. If Ex, E2 are nonzero orthogonal intervals from jV such that

EiB(H)E2 ç AI%jV , we say Ei, E2 are strictly ordered and write Ei<€.E2.

A mutually orthogonal family of intervals is said to be strictly ordered if

it is linearly ordered by the relation <. The length of such a family is its

cardinality.
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Definition 2. If A £ AlgjV and e > 0, we define the e-order of A to be the
number

Re(A) = Sup{«| there exists a strictly ordered family & of length n with

\\EAE\\ > e for all E £ F} .

Definition 3. Let

2? = {A £ A\%jV\Rt(A) < +00, for every e > 0},

&u = {A€ AlgJV\ suoR£(A) < +00},
£>0

Ry = {A £ AlgjV\EAE = 0 for every atom E ofJV}.

It is easy to verify that 2?, 2?u, Ry axe ideals of AlgjV.   D

2. Main results

In the paper [1], it is shown that 2? is a norm-closed ideal of AlgjV which

contains Rjr . In this section, we will study the relations of 2? ,2?u, Rjr, Ry

and Ry.
Let x ® y denote the rank-one operator acting on 77 such that x ®y(z) =

(z, x)y, for all z £ H.

Theorem 1. 2?u is closed in the norm topology if and only if JV is a finite nest.

Proof. If JV is finite, then 2<u = 2? = AlgJV. Thus 2?u is norm-closed.
Now suppose 2?a is a norm-closed ideal; we claim that JV is finite. Oth-

erwise, there exists P £ JV such that P = P_ (P ¿ 0) or P = P+ (P ¿ I).
We only need to consider the case: P = P_ (P jí 0). Choose {Pn} , P„ £ N,

such that P„ < P„+i, P = lim„_ooPn in the strong operator topology. Let

En — Pn+i - Pn , and xn £ En such that ||x„|| = I, n = 1, 2, ... .

Let 7„ = Y,k=i hxk+\®xk > and 7 = YlT=i F**+i ®xk ; then lim^oo Tn =
T in the norm topology and Tn £ S?u (n — 1, 2, ... ). Now we prove that

7 0 2?u. For arbitrary positive integer M, there exists e > 0 such that e <

jj^ .   Let Fk = P2k+i - P2k_i (k = 1, 2, ..., M), thereby,  \\FkTFk\\ =

nkl_i)i > tiM-i)* > e (^ = 1 ' 2, •.. , M), and RE(T) > M. Since M is

arbitrary, we have supE>05£(7) = +oo. Thus 7 & 2?u, which contradicts the

closedness of 2?u.

Theorem 2. Let JV be a nest. Then
(1) RJrng? = R%nS? = Rjr.

(2) 2? = Rjr if and only if JV is continuous.
(3) 2? Ç Ry if and only if JV is continuous.
(4) 2f 2 R°£ if and only if JV is finite.

For arbitrary nest JV, 2? ¿Ry.

Proof. (1) The chain Rjr ç Ry n 2? ç Ry n 2? is evident. It remains to show

that each X £ Ry n 3? belongs to Rjr. Apply Ringrose's Criterion, using the

seminorms i^(X) and i^(X) (see [4]). Let e > 0 and N £JV. By symmetry

it suffices to show that iN(X) < e . If N+ > N, then N+ - N is an atom and

i+N(X) = \\(N+-N)X(N+-N)\\ = 0.

Otherwise there is a sequence N„ decreasing to TV in JV. Suppose that

i~ff(X) > e.   For each fixed k,  (Nk - Nn)X(Nk - Nn) converges strongly to
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(Nk - N)X(Nk - N), which is greater than e in norm. So, by the strong lower

semicontinuity of the norm there is a k' such that

\\(Nk-Nk,)X(Nk-Nk,)\\>e.

Passing to a subsequence, we can assume

||(iV3k - JV¡k+1)JT(iV3k - Aîk+1)|| > e

for all k . But this means that Re(X) = +00, which is a contradiction.

(2) It is easy to prove that E £ 2?, Eg Ry , for every atom E. By (1),

2? = Rjr if and only if 2? ç Ry if and only if JV is continuous.
For (3), (4), by (1), we can prove them easily.

Proposition X.JLet JV be a nest. Then

( 1 ) Rjr Q 3?u, where the closure is in the norm topology.

(2) Rjrc2?u if and only if JV is finite.
(3) 2?u c Rjr if and only if JV is continuous.

For arbitrary nest JV, Rjr ± 2?u ■

Proof. (1) Since Rjr = spañ{PyíP-L|P £ JV, A £ AlgjV}, where the closure
is in the norm topology, and PAPL £ 2?u , for every P £ JV, A £ AlgJV, (1)
holds.

(2) If JV is finite, then Rjr c 2?u = AlgjV. If JV is infinite, we have
constructed 7 £ Rjr, but T g2>u in the proof of Theorem 1. This contradicts

Rj c 2TU.
(3) If JV is continuous, from Theorem 2 (2), 2? = Rjr D 2?u. If JV is not

continuous, then there exists an atom E. Let x, y £ E such that ||x|| = || y\\ =
1 ; then x ®y g Rjr, x ® y £ 2?u . Thus 2?u £ Rjr.

In the paper [2], Lance gave a standard form for all ideals containing the

radical of a nest algebra, but not in a very explicit manner. In the last theorem

of this paper, we will, by the index function of atoms, characterize all the norm-

closed ideals between Rjr and 2? in an explicit way.

Let {Ea\a £ A} be all the atoms of JV. Let

0   if dim Ea < 00,
ind(a)

1    if dim Ea = 00

denote the index function of {Ea\a £ A}.

Let  -T = {tp\tp: A -> {0,1,2} such that <p(a) < ind(a) + 1}.   For cp £
&, a e A, let

{0 iftp(a) = 0,

EaK(H)Ea iff(a) = l,

EaB(H)Ea if tp(a) = 2.

Definition 4. For tp £ SF, let

3m
T = EaeA Ta,Ta£ M^
lim||7J| = 0

9(0) >  I

where lim||7a|| = 0 means: for every e > 0, set {a £ A\ \\Ta\\ > e} is finite,

and let
&9 =Rjr®&9.
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In the next theorem, we will identify 2? with Rjr © 7)0, where Dq is the set

of operators which are norm convergent sums of the form Y^ &t TE¡ (with E¡

an enumeration of the atoms). Clearly, D0 = D9o , where

, ,      f 1    ifind(a) = 0,

9'0(a) = l2   ifind(a) = l.

Theorem 3. Let JV be a nest. Then

( 1 ) 7/7 is a closed two-sided ideal of Alg jr in the norm topology and Rjr ç

7 C 2?, then there exists tp £ y sucA í/iaí I =■ 2?9.   In particular,
2? = Rjr®2¡Q.

(2) For every <p £ &,2?9 is a norm-closed two-sided ideal of AlgjV, and

RyrÇ2?vç2?.
(3) 2?9 = 2?yi if and only if tp = tp'.

Proof. (1) For every a £ A, EaIEa is an ideal of Ea(AlgjV)Ea, which is

closed in the norm topology. If ind(a) = 0, then EaIEa = 0 or EaIEa =

EaB(H)Ea = EaK(H)Ea. If ind(a) = 1, then EJEa = 0 or EJEa =
EaK(H)Ea or EJEa = EaB(H)Ea ¿ EaK(H)Ea . Let

{0   ifEaIEa = 0,

1    if EJEa = EaK(H)Ea,

2   if £Q7£a = EaB(H)Ea ¿ EaK(H)Ea.

Then tp £ ¿T and M9'a) ç 7. By the definition of 2*9 , we have 2?9 ç 7. On

the other hand, for 7 6 7, let S = 7- X¡QeA ̂» > wnere Ta = EaTEa , a £ A.

Since 7 € £\ we have ¿aeA 7a e J? and lim||7a|| = 0. Therefore S £ 2?.

Furthermore EaSEa = 0, for a £ A ; then S £ Ry and so S £ Ry V\2? = Rjr .

Thus 7 = 5 + J2aeA Ta £ 2?9 . Since 7 is arbitrary, we have 7 ç 2?9 , which

implies that I = 2?v.
(2) Letting tp £ &, by the definition of 2?9 , we know that Rjr C-S/yÇ-S?.

Let 7 be the norm-closed two-sided ideal of AlgjV generated by 2/9 . Then
Rjr Q I Q 2? . By the proof of (1), we have 7 = 2*9 . Thus 2?9 is a two-sided
ideal of AlgjV, which is closed in the norm topology.

(3) If tp ^ tp', then there exists aeA such that tp(a) ^ tp'(a). Thus

-Wp(a) ̂  M9i'a), and therefore, by a trivial argument, 2*9 ± 2?9'.

The following corollary follows Theorem 3 immediately.

Corollary 1. Let s denote the cardinality of set {7|5^ ç 7 ç 2?, I is a norm

closed two-sided ideal of AlgjV} . Then
(1) If ind(a) = 0, for every aeA, then s = 2A, where 2A denotes the

cardinality of set which consists of all subsets of A.
(2) If ind(a) = 1, for every aeA, then s - 3A, where 3A denotes the cardi-

nality of the set which consists of all maps from A to {0, 1, 2}. Particularly, if

A = n (i.e. the cardinality of A) and ind(a) = 1 for every aeA, then s = 3" .

(3) If A = n, An = {a|ind(a) = 0}, Ai = {a|ind(a) = 1}, and An = m,

Ax=n-m, then s = 2m ■ y~m .
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